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Today, no one would even onsider modelling industrial sized systems as a single omponent. Su h a task would be too umbersome,
too error prone, and the result would be nearly unmaintainable. The
lesson learned from high level programming languages is that omplex programs should be onstru ted by omposing simpler modules,
whi h in turn ould be onstru ted from even simpler modules, until the
modules nally have a manageable omplexity. Working with oloured
Petri nets should be no di erent. In this report we examine the the
requirements of a module system for CP-nets. We list what we nd to
be the minimal requirements of a module system and illustrates these
requirements though examples.

1 Requirements of a CPN Module System
The exa t requirements of a module system will vary with the spe i de nitions
of the nets and with the di erent uses for nets and module system. It is not
our intention to dis uss every aspe t of module systems here, but simple to
list what we nd to be general requirements whi h should be satis ed by any
module system for CP-nets. As a minimum, the following requirements should
be satis ed:



Modules should be autonomous and should distinguish between interfa e
and implementation






A module system should allow ompositional module onstru tion
A module system should be intuitive
Modules should be highly reusable
Modules and their omposition should have a well-de ned semanti s allowing formal analysis

1.1 Modules Should Be Autonomous
We build modules to be able to work on parts of models independently. When
working on one module, we want to ignore all other modules, or at least their
detailed behavior. The behaviour of one module should not depend on subtle details in other modules, and editing internal details one module should not ause

hanges in other modules. To quote Christensen and Mortensen [2℄: \Some of
the important hara teristi s of modules are that they are self- ontained units
with well-de ned interfa es, and no or only a few relations and dependen ies
with other modules."
The behaviour of a module should be apparent from the module's spe i ation.
For a module system to be useful, it is ne essary for modules to ommuni ate.
Thus, it is unavoidable that the behaviour of the individual modules will depend
on the environment in whi h the module is pla es. As long as this ommuniation takes pla e through a well-de ned interfa e this is not ontrary to the
demand of autonomous modules. The point is not to isolate modules, but to
make sure that modules an be understood independently, and that their isolated behaviour to a large extend mat hes their behaviour in any environment
they are put.
As an example, onsider a module system where all modules in a omposition
share the same set of de larations. This is similar to hierar hi al as de ned by
Jensen [5℄ and as implemented in the tool Design/CPN [1℄, where all modules
share a single set of de larations. In su h a setting the individual modules are
not autonomous. Not only the behaviour, but also the orre tness of a module
depend on the de larations outside the module. Moving a module from one
model to another an ause problems due to hanging de larations.
Consider the net in 1. Here onstraints in the de nition of CP-nets require
that a is a variable over the set A, b is a variable over the set B, and that
f : A  B ! CMS is a fun tion from the produ t of A and B to the multi sets
over C. Thus with the de larations in 2 the net is a legal net while with the
de larations in 3 the net is not. For modules to be autonomous, all variables,
values, and types used in the modules should be de lared lo al to the module,
or be parameters of the module.
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Figure 1: Simple net without de lrations. The de larations are
assumed to be given elsewhere.
A module system should allow for both bottom-up and top-down development.
To a hieve this goal a module system should learly di erentiate between the
inner workings of a module and the interfa e between a module and its environment. Composition of modules alone allows only bottom-up development. We
an reate modules and ombine them into other modules. But without putting
some restri tions on the omposition of modules, modifying one module an require extensive hanges in other modules. By learly distinguishing between
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olourset A =
var a : A ;
olourset B =
var b : B ;
olourset C =
fun f (x:int,

int ;
real ;
produ t int * real ;
y:real) = 1`(x,y)

Figure 2: Legal de larations for the net in 1.
olourset A =
var a : A ;
olourset B =
var b : B ;
olourset C =
fun f (x:int,

int ;
real ;
int ;
y:real) = x+y ;

Figure 3: Illegal de larations for the net in 1.
the interfa e and the inner workings of a module we open up for in remental
re nement of modules. It is then possible to reate abstra t modules, x their
interfa e to their environment, and ompose these modules. Later on, the abstra t modules an be repla es with re ned versions, and as long as the new
modules respe ts the interfa e hanging one module should not require hanges
to other modules.
The net in 4 models a lossy network. Pa kets delivered to the module are
either transfered a ross the network, with a probability taken from the pla e
Su essRate, or lost. Say we no longer want the su ess rate to depend on
a token value, but instead be a onstant. We an a hive this by hanging
the net to that shown in 5. However, another module might a ess the pla e
Su essRate to update the su ess rate depending on network load or rashing
servers. When we remove the pla e, this module breaks.
if prb>random()
then 1‘pck
else empty

pck

Sending

Delivered

PACKET

PACKET
prb

Success
Rate
PROPABILITY

Figure 4: Pa kets arrive on the left and with a ertain probability,
read from the pla e Su essRate, are transfered to the left.
If the entire module an be a essed by any other module, we annot hange
modules without risking breaking other modules. To make sure we an hange
parts of a module independent of other modules, we must en apsulate these
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if prb>random()
then 1‘pck
else empty

pck

Sending

Delivered

PACKET

PACKET

Figure 5: Pa kets arrive on the left and with a ertain probability,
de lared as the onstant prb, are transfered to the left.
parts. The net in 6 hides the transition and the pla e Su essRate from all
other modules, and only exposes the pla es Sending and Delivered.
if prb>random()
then 1‘pck
else empty

pck

Sending

Delivered

PACKET

PACKET
prb

Success
Rate
PROPABILITY

Figure 6: A network module with the interfa e onsisting of the
two pla es Sending and Delivered.
Of ourse, distinguishing between internal and external nodes only ensures a
stru tural onsisten y between modules. There are no guarantees about behavioral properties. To a hive results in that dire tion one ould extend the
interfa e to ontain behavioural information.

1.2 Compositional Module Constru tion
Composition of modules is really the esssen e of a module system. The di eren e between a set of individual nets, and a set of modules, is that the modules
an be omposed to reate new modules. It is important that the omposition
of modules result in a module. Otherwise module reuse is limited to simple
omponents while omplex onstru tions need to be redone ea h time they are
needed, whi h would limit the usability of the module system.
This di ers from what is found in hierar hi al CPN. In hierar hi al CPN a
number of nets (pages) are ombined into a hierar hi al net, but two hierar hi al
nets annot in turn be ombined into another hierar hi al net. There is a
distin tion between non-hierar hi al nets, the pages, and the omposed net,
the hierar hi al net.
Assume that we wish to build a model of a stop-and-wait proto ol. We an
build this out of three omponents: the underlying proto ol layer, whi h an
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be a lossy network as in 7; a sender as in 8; and a re eiver as in 9. A model
onstru ted in this way is shown in 10. Clearly, a stop-and-wait proto ol an
be a useful omponent in a model of a layered proto ol. It should be possible
to use the onstru ted stop-and-wait proto ol dire tly in su h a model. It is
not a eptable to be for ed to re- reate the omposition from the sub-modules
ea h time the stop-and-wait proto ol is used. Though it does not look that
intimidating with only three sub-modules, onsider that in turn a layered proto ol an be a useful omponent in a model of a distributed appli ation su h as
a le server. So in modelling a le server one would rst need to re- onstru t
the stop-and-wait proto ol and then re onstru t the layered proto ol, whi h in
all likelihood will onsist of more modules than just the stop-and-wait module.
And a le server is just one of many distributed appli ation whi h ould make
use of a layered proto ol module.
if prb>random()
then 1‘pck
else empty

pck
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PACKET

PACKET
prb

Success
Rate
PROPABILITY

Figure 7: Pa kets arrive on the left and with a ertain probability
are transfered to the left.
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Figure 8: Data arive from a higher layer (the pla e Data) and is
transmitted with a sequen e number. When an a knowledgement
arrive the sequen e number is in remented and data is send with
the next number.

1.3 A Module System Should Be Intuitive
With a module system, we try to a hieve a ompositional approa h to modelling.
We split up a omplex model in smaller, less omplex hunks, the modules,
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if sn=an+1
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Figure 9: Data pa kets arrive and, if the sequen e number is right,
transfered to a higher layer (the pla e Data). A knowledgments
are then returned to the sender.
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Figure 10: A stop-and-wait model omposed by the sender module;
the re eiver module; and two opies of the network module, one for
ea h dire tion of pa ket transmission. The pla e Send in the sender
module is fused with the pla e Sending in one of the network
modules, while the pla e Re v in the sender is fused with the pla e
Deliver in the other network module. Similarly for the re eiver
module.
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re ursively, until we an handle the omplexity. The way a module is split
into sub-modules, however, should not be arbitrary. The split should be done
in a way that re e ts our understanding of the modelled system. If not, this
fragmentation will do more harm than good.
A module system should not for e us to reate ounter-intuitive models. Neither should they for e us into luttering our models with \te hni al ha ks" nor
for e us into modelling details not relevant to our intended level of abstra tion.
Consider the net in 11. The not ontains an entire produ er/ onsumer system
in a single omponent. On the left is shown the produ er subnet. The subnet
models a number of produ ers, folded in the olour set PROD produ ing a number
of di erent items, folded in the olour set ITEM. The produ ers produ e items,
modelled by the transition P, and write them, transition T, into a bu er, the
pla e B. On the right the onsumer subnet is shown. A number of onsumers,
folded in the olour set C removes items from the bu er, modelled by transition
R and onsume them, modelled by transition C.
(p,i)

(p,i)

(c,i)

PRODxITEM

(c,i)
CONSxITEM

i

P

W

i

B

R

C

ITEM

p

p

c

c

PROD

CONS

Figure 11: On the left, a number of produ ers produ e items and
store them in the bu er in the middle. On the right a number of
onsumers remove the items from the bu er and onsumes them.
An obvious modularisation of the produ er/ onsumer net in 11 is splitting the
net into a produ er module and a onsumer module. Now, assume that the way
we an onne t modules are through the familiar ar s, i.e. edges onne ting a
pla e and a transition. Sin e the produ er module should ontain all information about the produ ers, and sin e the onsumer module should ontain all
information about the onsumers, the split would have to go through one of the
two ar s going to or from the bu er node B.
One of the splits is shown in 12 and 13. In this parti ular split the bu er
was pla ed in the produ er module. The bu er might as well have been pla ed
in the onsumer module. The de ision to put it in the produ er module was
arbitrary. An arbitrary de ision we should not be for ed to make. The bu er
is as mu h a part of the onsumers as it is a part of the produ ers. To leave it
out of one or both of the modules is ounter-intuitive. To allow the bu er to
be present in both modules we need to resolve to te hni al \ha ks" as in 14.
A better approa h, in this example, would be to allow pla e-sharing between
modules, e.g. in the sense of pla e fusion. This is illustrated in 15. Many
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Figure 12: The module ontains the left hand side of the net in 11
together with the pla e B modelling the bu er.
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Figure 13: The module ontains the right hand side of the net in
11.
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Figure 14: On the left is shown the produ er module from 12. On
the right is show the onsumer module from 13 extended with a
pla e modelling the bu er. In the middle a transition has been
added to allow the bu er to be present in both modules.
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analysis te hniques require either ex lusive syn hronous or asyn hronous ommuni ation between modules. Restri ting modelling in this way, however, is
ounter-intuitive, and should therefore be avoided.
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Figure 15: On the left is shown the produ er module from 12. On
the right is show the onsumer module from 13 extended with a
pla e modelling the bu er. The two port pla es are fused.

1.4 Modules Should Be Highly Reusable
A very important gain from a modular approa h to modelling is reusability.
A large degree of reuse signi antly de reases the development time and redu es maintenan e ost. Without modules the only way to reuse a ertain net
onstru tion is to make several opies of the onstru tion. With modules, ommonly used onstru tions only need to be reated on e, and an then reused
throughout the model. Furthermore, modules an be ompiled into libraries of
ommonly used onstru tions that an be used in several modelling proje ts.
A module system should promote reusability. As mentioned above in 1.3
modules should be build to re e t the modelled system. The module system,
then, should be exible enough to allow di erent uses of the modules.
Say we have reated a module modelling an event triggered fun tion, for example the visual feedba k of a GUI button when the button is \pressed". The
interfa e of this module is the transition modelling the triggering event. Su h
a module is shown in 16. This module is very general and we should be able to
use it in various di erent settings without modi ations. 17 shows the module
used in a GUI framework where user a tions are immediately dispat hed to the
relevant omponents while 18 shows the module in a framework based on an
event queue.
Another way a module system ould a hieve higher levels of reusability is
through parameterisation. It is often the ase that models ontains a number
of similar onstru tions that only di ers in minor ways. A module system aimed
at reusability would allow the modeller to des ribe families of modules rather
than spe i instan es. With parameterised representations of modules, that
an be instantiated and spe ialised into on rete modules through the module
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Pressed

Feedback

Figure 16: A model of the visual feedba k triggered when a GUI
button is pressed. The interfa e of the module is the transition
Pressed modelling the triggering event. Other omponents an
trigger the a tion by ring the transition.

Button1
Pressed

UserEvents

{TG=BUTTON1}

Mouse
Clicked
{TG=BUTTON2}Button2

Pressed

Figure 17: User-a tions are immediately translated into GUI events,
and propagated to the right widget. Here pressing GUI buttons is
modelled by the syn hronisation of the transition MouseCli ked
with the transition Pressed in either of the two buttons, depending on transition group. (Here we assume a language onstru tion similar to the transition groups des ribed by Christensen and
Petru i [3, 4℄.)

Button1
(b1,pressed)::queue

EventQueue

Pressed
Queue

queue
(b2,pressed)::queue

Button2

queue

Pressed

Figure 18: As user-a tions take pla e, events are queued up. The
events are then taken o the queue one at a time and triggers the
listening widget.
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system, the need for several nearly identi al opies vanishes and a single module
an be used.
We return to the network module we have seen earlier. The behaviour of
a network usually does not depend on the data transfered. The behaviour is
de ided by headers atta hed to pa kets, but not the data itself. In the model
of the network we do not examine the value of the variable p k ontaining the
data. Nevertheless, to simulate the module we need to have a type for the data,
and this type should mat h the type used by the higher layers in the proto ol or
the endpoints of the proto ol. If the two endpoints of the network ommuni ate
strings, then the pa ket type must be string (see 19).
if prb>random()
then 1‘pck
else empty

pck

Sending

Delivered

PACKET

PACKET
prb

Success
Rate
PROPABILITY
DECLARATIONS:
colourset PACKET = string
...

Figure 19: A network module that transmit string pa kages.
In a model whi h uses di erent networks to transmit di erent types of data,
e.g. strings, integers, database re ords, this for es us to have several opies of
the network module; one for ea h pa ket type. This is lealy not satisfa tory.
It would be far better having the pa ket type as a parameter to the module,
as shown in 20. In that ase there is only one opy of the module, that get
instantiated with di erent pa ket types as needed.
For further dis ussion of parameterisation of oloured Petri net modules we
refer to [2, 6℄.

1.5 Well-de ned Semanti s
A well-de ned semanti s is hard to argue against. Without the mathemati al
basis giving a net its meaning, its behaviour, a net is just a drawing. The
strength of Petri nets omes from the underlying mathemati al basis whi h
makes pre ise the meaning of models, whi h permits us to reate exe utable
models for simulation, and whi h makes possible the number of veri ation
methods on nets.
A module system of nets should have a lear unambiguous semanti s as well.
When we ombine modules, we need to learly spe ify the behaviour of the new
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if prb>random()
then 1‘pck
else empty

pck

Sending

Delivered

PACKET

PACKET
prb

Success
Rate
PROPABILITY
PARAMETERS:
colourset PACKET
...

Figure 20: A network module that transmit pa kages of a parameterised type. To use the module within a model the module should
be instantiated with a spe i type.
module reated. Combined modules should result in exe utable models, just
as their individual omponents, and it should be possible to analyse modular
models mathemati ally. Preferably this semanti s should permit ompositional
reasoning about modules.
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